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Working together to keep Australians safe online
Australia’s eSafety Commissioner (eSafety) is collaborating with state and territory law
enforcement bodies to deliver advice about online safety laws. This includes how to deal with
serious online abuse – like cyberbullying, adult cyber abuse and image-based abuse and illegal
and restricted online content.
Use the material in this kit to update your public-facing and internal communication channels
with information about how to stay safe.

Thank you for helping Australians to feel safer and more supported online.

Share information on your website and intranet
Use the following information to help people identify the different types of online abuse, how to
have seriously harmful online content removed and how to get further support.

Suggested online copy:

Dealing with online abuse
If you or someone you know experiences online abuse, you can go to eSafety for help – Australia’s
regulator for online safety.
eSafety has strong laws to help protect people who live in Australia from the most serious online
abuse and harmful content.
As a federal government agency, its job is to:
• educate people about online safety risks, how to be safe online, and where to go for help
• protect Australians by investigating and helping to remove harmful content such as
cyberbullying of children and young people, adult cyber abuse, image-based abuse, and illegal
and restricted online content
• keep technology companies accountable for what happens on their platforms and services.
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How eSafety can help
eSafety can help to get harmful online content removed, if it meets the legal threshold
for investigation.
eSafety can investigate:
1. Cyberbullying – Seriously harmful online communication to or about a child or young person
under 18. This behaviour can include being mean online, sending hurtful messages, making fun
of how someone looks in a photo and using a fake account to pretend to be someone else.
2. Adult cyber abuse – Seriously harmful online communication to or about a person who is
18 or older. This content is menacing, harassing or offensive and intended to cause serious
harm. It may include tech abuse, being cyberstalked, threatened online or being doxed.
3. ‘Revenge porn’ or image-based abuse – Sharing or threatening to share nudes, intimate
images or videos without the consent of the person shown. Image-based abuse also
includes sexual extortion.
4. Illegal or restricted online content – Content that shows or encourages the sexual abuse
or exploitation of children, terrorist acts, other types of violent crimes or extreme violence,
and suicide or self-harm.

How to make a report
Online abuse can happen on a social media site, game, app or any other online or electronic
platform. It can include posts, comments, texts, messages, chats, livestreams, memes, images,
videos and emails.
There are different steps to follow when you make a report about online harm – based on the
type of abuse:
1. For cyberbullying and adult cyber abuse: Report to the online service or social platform first.
If they don’t remove the content within 48 hours, report to eSafety.
2. For image-based abuse or illegal and restricted content: Report to eSafety immediately.

Under 18 and being blackmailed?
If someone is threatening to share naked or sexually intimate images of you unless you pay or
send more, you should report this serious crime to specialist investigators at the Australian
Centre to Counter Child Exploitation.
Find out more about what eSafety can investigate, how to make a report and how to collect
evidence. Even if eSafety cannot get the material removed, they will check you are safe and give
you support and information to help protect yourself. Find out more about how to stay safe online.
Visit the eSafety website for more information.
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Spread the word on social media
Help raise awareness with your followers about online safety and let them know how eSafety
can support them. Post the GIF or social media image supplied in the kit and encourage your
followers to share these resources.
Tag @eSafetyOffice and link to esafety.gov.au in the text.

Provide information in your newsletter and emails
Share the resources with your community through a newsletter item, web story or email.
Use this copy as a starting point:

Suggested copy
Dealing with serious harmful content online? eSafety can help.
Being online is a part of life but it also comes with risks. eSafety is Australia’s online safety
regulator. It helps people of all ages deal with serious online abuse and illegal and restricted
content online.
Find out more about harmful online content and how to get it removed.

Subscribe to our newsletter
Want to stay up to date with online safety including new eSafety resources, online issues,
events, blogs and the latest research? Sign up to our newsletter and get the latest information
delivered to your inbox.
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